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Inhomogeneous optical absorption around theK point in graphite and carbon nanotubes
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The optical absorption spectra ofp electrons are calculated for graphite and carbon nanotubes. Particular
attention is paid to the processes contributing to the optical absorption as a function of the electron wave vector
k and light polarization direction. The optical absorption amplitude around theK point in the Brillouin zone
has a node in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone of graphite. The formula for the absorption scattering matrix
around theK point is given analytically by expanding the matrix element into a Taylor series. The chirality
dependence of the absorption matrix element of a single-wall carbon nanotube is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The optical absorption is a fundamental property o
solid and is well described by its electronic energy ba
structure. Various works have been published on the opt
absorption in graphite and carbon nanotubes, focusing
nanotube bundles1–4 or on the dipole selection rules for op
tical transitions.5,6 The polarization dependence of the R
man intensity for a single nanotube has also be
discussed7–11 in which the optical absorption is suppress
for the polarization of light perpendicular to the nanotu
axis. The absence of optical absorption for light polarizat
perpendicular to the nanotube axis comes from the follow
facts: ~1! the dipole selection rules give different absorpti
energies for the polarization parallel and perpendicular to
nanotube axis, and~2! the depolarization effect screens th
electric field through a self-consistent induced charge. H
we present a new result on the optical absorption of car
nanotubes, obtained by calculating the absorption matrix
ement. This result is independent of previous work and
closely related to resonance Raman spectroscopy.12,13

Generally, optical transitions occurvertically, connecting
an occupied energy band to an unoccupied one with alm
the same wave vector as a result of energy-momentum
servation of light and of the electron. The optical spectra
generally presented as a function of energy, but are no
often given as a function of thek vector of the electron. This
is simply because the optical absorption is given by all p
sible contributions of the electrons with differentk vectors in
the Brillouin zone~BZ!. However, thek dependence of the
optical absorption may be important in the case of n
ographite ribbons and carbon nanotubes, in which some
gular k vectors are related to the two-dimensional~2D! k
vector in the 2D BZ when it is folded into the 1D BZ.14

Such an idea is motivated by recent resonance Ra
experiments on isolated single-wall carbon nanotu
0163-1829/2003/67~16!/165402~7!/$20.00 67 1654
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~SWNTs!.7,15As far as we know, all resonance Raman inte
sities have been calculated with the assumption that the
sorption matrix element does not change much as a func
of energy ork. In this paper we show that this assumption
not always correct, but rather there is a node in the amplit
of the absorption matrix element for graphite as a function
k for certain polarization directions of the light. This resu
might be important for explaining theD-band andG8-band
spectra of (n,m) nanotubes for which special electronk vec-
tors are selected in the various double-resonance Ra
processes.16–19

In order to discuss the resonance Raman intensity qua
tatively, we need to consider both electron-photon a
electron-phonon matrix elements. However, in this paper
mainly focus our attention on the dipole transition probab
ity of the electron in the BZ. With these results, we can s
obtain important information about the photo-absorption p
cess in graphite and in carbon nanotubes.

In the next section, using the standard theory of elec
dipole transitions in solids, we can formulate the absorpt
amplitude for graphite and carbon nanotubes using tig
binding wave functions and linearly polarized light. Usin
the eigenfunctions around theK andK8 points in the 2D BZ,
we obtain an analytic form for the optical absorption. In S
III, we give the calculated results for the optical absorpti
of graphite. In Sec. IV, we predict the chirality dependen
of the optical absorption matrix element for (n,m) SWNTs.
In Sec. V, the conclusion of this paper is presented.

II. OPTICAL ABSORPTION FORMULA FOR GRAPHITE

The optical absorption for a laser energy less than 3
corresponds top-p* transitions in graphite and in carbo
nanotubes. The dipole selection rule tells us that an opt
transition for the 2p orbitals on the same lattice site is n
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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possible. However, the transition from a 2p orbital of one
atom to that of the neighboring atom is possible, which giv
the p-p* transitions in graphite and in carbon nanotub
Because of the large overlap betweenp orbitals, this inter-
atomic transition is commonly observed experimenta
First-order time-dependent perturbation theory gives the
lowing formula for the absorption probability per unit tim
W(k) for an electron with wave vectork:

W~k!5
4e2\4I

tem2c3Elaser
2

uP•^Cc~k!u¹uCv~k!&u2

3
sin2@Ec~k!2Ev~k!2Elaser#t/2\

@Ec~k!2Ev~k!2Elaser#
2

, ~1!

where theCc and Cv (Ec and Ev) are the wave functions
~energies! of the valence and conduction bands, respectiv
P is the polarization vector of light, andElaser, I, e, m, andt
are, respectively, the incident laser energy and intensity,
electric constant, mass of the electron, and the time used
taking the average. The value oft5Dx/c52p/Dv is deter-
mined by the uncertainty relation and the width of the in
dent laser frequencyDv. Typical values of t for Dv
510 cm21 correspond to 0.5 ps. If we take a sufficient
large value fort, the function sin2X/X2

„X5@Ec(k)2Ev(k)
2Elaser#t/2\…, appearing in the second line of Eq.~1!, be-
comes the delta functiond„Ec(k)2Ev(k)2Elaser…, and Eq.
~1! is known as Fermi’s golden rule. The total absorpti
probability per unit time is obtained by integratingW(k) on
k over the 2D~or 1D! BZ. Cc andCv can be written as a
sum of the two Bloch functions consisting of the two carb
atomsA and B in the 2D graphite unit cell,14 F j (k,r ) ( j
5A,B),

C i~k,r !5 (
j 5A,B

Cj
i ~k!F j~k,r !, ~ i 5c,v !, ~2!

where Cj
i (k) is the coefficient of the Bloch functions ob

tained by solving the two-dimensional Hamiltonian a
overlap matrices for 2D graphite14 for H andS:

HC5ESC. ~3!

In the tight-binding method, the Bloch functions for thep
band,F j (k,r ) ( j 5A,B), are expressed by a linear combin
tion of atomic 2pz orbitals atrÄRj , f(rÀRj ), in the solid
(N atoms!:

F j~k,r !5
1

AN
(
Rj

N

eik"Rjf~rÀRj ! ~ j 5A,B!. ~4!

Putting Eqs.~2! and ~4! into Eq. ~1!, the absorption ampli-
tude is given by a linear combination of atomic matrix e
ments. Since the matrix element for the same atomic orb
^f(rÀRj )u¹uf(rÀRj )&50, becomes a zero vector, th
leading term of Eq.~1! comes from the pairs of the neares
neighborA andB carbon atoms.
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When we put a graphene layer on thexy plane, then all
the atomic matrix elements between two atomsj 1 andj 2 for
the derivative onz become zero,

^f~r2Rj 1!u
]

]z
uf~r2Rj 2!&50, ~5!

because the integrand is an odd function ofz. Here we use
the fact that the 2pz orbital f(rÀRj ) is given by the product
of z and a radial functionR2p(urÀRj u), when R2p and its
derivative can be expressed by a sum of some Gaussian f
tions atrÄRj and the values do not have nodes around
nearest-neighbor atoms.

The matrix element for the derivative onx ~or y) has a
non-vanishing value if the relative positionRj 12Rj 2 has an
x ~or y) component. When we consider the matrix eleme
only for the three nearest-neighbor atoms, we can get
formulation

^Cc~k!u¹uCv~k!&5
2A3M

a
ReFCA

c* ~k!CB
v ~k!(

i 51

3

eik"bibi G ,

~6!

where a52.46 Å is the lattice constant of 2D graphit
Re@¯# is the real part of@¯#, and bi ( i 51,3) are the
nearest-neighbor carbon atom vectors fromA to B sites.b1

5(aC-C,0,0) with a bond lengthaC-C5a/A351.42 Å, while
b2 andb3 are given by rotatingb1 by 2p/3 and 4p/3, respec-
tively. It is noted that we used for Eq.~6! the relation
CA

v* CB
c 52(CB

v* CA
c )* , which can be directly shown by th

analytic form ofCj
i . Also M in Eq. ~6! is the optical matrix

element for the two nearest-neighbor atoms separated byb1:

M5^f~R¿b1!u
]

]x
uf~R!&. ~7!

For light with energy smaller than 3 eV, the optical abso
tion occurs around theK andK8 points ~hexagonal corners!
of the 2D BZ. In this case, Eq.~6! is expanded as a Taylo
series ink around theK points. This expression is useful t
understand the present new physics. Hereafter all coordin
of k in the Taylor expansions are measured from theK point.
The wave vector coefficients can be expressed as a li
function of k.20,21 Hereafter we assume that the overlap m
trix S of Eq. ~3! is simply the unit matrix. In this case, th
normalization condition of the wave functions is given by

CA
i* ~k!CA

j ~k!1CB
i* ~k!CB

j ~k!5d i j ~ i , j 5c or v !, ~8!

whered i j is either 1 or 0 fori 5 j or iÞ j , respectively. The
coefficients of the wave function are expanded arou
K(K8) as

CA
c ~k!5

1

A2
, CB

c ~k!5
6ky2 ikx

A2k
,

CA
v ~k!52

1

A2
, CB

v ~k!5
6ky2 ikx

A2k
, ~9!
2-2
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INHOMOGENEOUS OPTICAL ABSORPTION AROUND THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 165402 ~2003!
wherek5Akx
21ky

2 is the distance from theK or K8 point.
Here the plus~minus! sign for theky value is valid for the
expansion around theK(K8) point. The coordinates of the
two inequivalentK points in the BZ areK5(0,4p/3a) and
K85(0,24p/3a), respectively~see Fig. 1!. The expression
for the K8 point can be easily obtained by the relatio
Cj

i (k)5Cj
i* (2k). Similarly, by expandingeik"bibi appearing

in Eq. ~6! around theK andK8 points, we get the following
result for the numerator of Eq.~1! up to the linear terms inkx
andky for a given polarization vectorP5(px ,py):

P•^Cc~k!u¹W uCv~k!&56
3M

2k
~pykx2pxky!. ~10!

This result shows that the linepykx2pxky50 in the 2D BZ
becomes a node in the optical absorption for a givenP
5(px ,py). For a given laser energy, the equi-energy line
optical absorption gives a circle around theK point, k
5Elaser/A3g0a with g052.89 eV~Refs. 22 and 23! for op-
tical experiments on carbon nanotubes. Thus we expec
optical absorption around the two crossing points of the l
pykx2pxky50 with the circle. This result holds for both th
K and theK8 points to first order; i.e., the location of th
node rotates in the same direction by rotating the polariza

FIG. 1. Plot of the optical absorption intensityW(k) over the
two-dimensional BZ of graphite. The polarization vector and
laser energy are selected asP5~0,1! andElaser53 eV, respectively.
For better visibility, the thickness of the lines aroundK has been
increased. It can be seen that the absorption is zero along the
tical lines connecting theK andK8 points.
16540
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direction. However, higher-order terms modify this behavi
since the corrections forK and K8 are different from each
other.

The existence of a node in the absorption coefficient a
function ofk is a special effect that has never been obser
in other materials. It occurs in graphite because the lin
terms of Eq.~10! depend only on the expressions ofCj

i in
Eq. ~9!, since for the case of 2D graphite~or carbon nano-
tubes! there are two equivalent carbon atoms in the unit c
and the energy dispersion is linear near the Fermi energy
most materials, a quadratic term inkx , ky is the leading term
in the energy dispersion relation, so that the optical abso
tion then does not have a node. Nevertheless, it might
difficult to observe the existence of such a node in the opt
absorption of graphite experimentally. We will next discu
the effect of the node for graphite and for carbon nanotu
in more detail in the following sections.

III. CALCULATED RESULTS FOR GRAPHITE

In Fig. 1, we plot the absorption probability per unit tim
W(k) of Eq. ~1! in the 2D BZ of a graphene sheet fo
Elaser53 eV andP5(0,1). The highlighted~bright! region
gives a large absorption coefficient. It is clear from the figu
that nodes in the optical absorption appear on the vert
lines connecting theK andK8 points in the 2D BZ (kx50,
62p/A3a). For a different polarization directionP
5(1,0), the nodes appear on the horizontal lines connec
the twoK8 ~or K! points (ky562p/3a). Since we solve the
wave functions numerically, the higher-order corrections
the node of Eq.~10! are included in Fig. 1.

As far as the lineark approximation for the energy and th
wave function is valid, the expression in Eq.~10! works well
for specifying the node position. However, when the la
energy increases, the equi-energy contour is no longe
circle, but is changed into a triangle by the trigonal warpi
effect.24 In this case, the higher-order corrections for Eq.~10!
become important for describing the node positions and
absolute value ofW(k). In Fig. 2, we plotW(k) as a func-
tion of the polar anglef of the node around theK point, that
is, kx5k cosf and ky5k sinf, with Elaser52.5 eV, for ~a!
P5(1,0) and~b! P5(0,1). Solid, dashed, and dotted lines
Fig. 2 correspond to numerical results obtained by solv
the Hamiltonian in Eq.~3! and the analytic expression withi
the linear and quadratick approximations for Eq.~10!, re-
spectively. In the case of Fig. 2~a!, f50,c p ~or ky50)
correspond to the node positions ofW(k), while in the case
of Fig. 2~b!, f5p/2, 3p/2 ~or kx50) correspond to the nod
positions. In the case of~b!, sincef50 andp are equivalent
k positions, the value ofW(k) is identical, while this is not
the case for~a!. It is clear from the figure that the linea
approximation of Eq.~10! is sufficient for describing the
node position forElaser,3 eV; however, we need to use a
least the quadratic term ofk for describing the asymmetric

er-
2-3
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peaks ofW(k). This asymmetry will be important for de
scribing the chirality dependence ofW(k) for SWNTs, as
discussed in the next section.

IV. OPTICAL ABSORPTION OF SINGLE-WALL
CARBON NANOTUBES

The calculation of the SWNT optical absorption spec
can be based on Eq.~1!. The dipole matrix element can b
expressed by the sum of the dipole vector at each car
atom. An important point to note is that the polarization ve
tor P of the light for each carbon atom relative to the cyli
drical surface of the nanotube is different from one anoth
In order to calculate the absorption by a givenA(B) atom of
a SWNT, we need to rotate the atomic matrix element vec
^f(rÀRj )u¹uf(rÀRj )&, around the axis perpendicular t
the cylindrical surface (Uy ; see below! and the nanotube
axis (Uz), and before taking an inner product with the p
larization vectorP. TheUy rotation is needed for getting th
chiral angleu of a SWNT. Hereafter we denote the matr
element vector as the dipole vector, and we select the n
tube axis in thez direction. WhenP is parallel to thez axis,
only the z component of the dipole vector contributes
W(k), while for P perpendicular to thez axis, only thex,y
components of the dipole vector have a nonvanishing va
when k2k856K1.5 The corresponding dipole selectio
rule from Em8

v →Em
c for the energy subbands of SWNTs

m5m8 and m5m861 for polarization parallel and perpen
dicular to the nanotube axis, respectively, where the subb
indexes ofEm8

v and Em
c are taken symmetrically around th

Fermi energy.
The explicit formulation of the absorption matrix eleme

for a transition fromk8 to k is given by,

FIG. 2. The absorption probabilityW(k) as a function of angle
f around theK point. Solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respective
denote the numerical results obtained from use of the eigenve
and the linear and quadratic approximations in Eq.~10!. The plots
are made forElaser52.5 eV, and the polarization vectors are~a!
P5~1,0! and ~b! P5~0,1!.
16540
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^Cc~k!u¹uCv~k8!&

5
A3M

Na FCA
c* ~k!CB

v ~k8!(
j

N

ei (k2k8)•Rj
B
Uz~b j !vg

2CB
c* ~k!CA

v ~k8!(
j

N

ei (k2k8)•Rj
A
Uz~a j !vg* G . ~11!

Here theRj
B andRj

A are, respectively, the coordinates
the B and A carbon atoms in the 2D SWNT unit cell. It i
noted here that the second term of Eq.~11! is not the com-
plex conjugate of the first term. The vectorsk8 andk are the
initial and final wave vectors of the electron, respective
Thevg is the dipole vector of a SWNT, andvg for each atom
is obtained by rotating the dipole vector of the graphite sh
in the xz plane around they axis in accordance with the
chiral symmetry of the nanotube, andvg is given by

vg5Uy~2p/61u!(
i

3

eik8•bibi , ~12!

whereu is the chiral angle of the nanotube. Herevg describes
a B atom on they axis of the tube. To go to anotherB atom,
we rotatevg around thez axis by multiplying vg by the
rotation matrixUz . The dipole vectors show how each ato
contributes to the optical absorption for a given polarizat
vector. In Fig. 3, we show~a! top and~b! side views of the
atomic dipole matrix vector~dipole vector! for a ~10,10! car-
bon nanotube at the van Hove singularkii point for Elaser
51.8 eV, that is, (kx ,ky)5(3.265,22.150) in units of
a51. The dipole vector for each atom has a largez compo-
nent which contributes to the optical absorption for the p
allel polarizationP5~0,0,1!, while the smallx andy compo-
nents contribute in the perpendicular polarization,P5~1,0,0!
or ~0,1,0!. This means that the optical absorption spectra
strong for the parallel polarization.

,
rs

FIG. 3. ~a! Top and~b! side views of the atomic dipole matrix
vector ~dipole vector! for a ~10,10! carbon nanotube. The dipol
vector for each atom has a largez component which contributes to
optical absorption for the polarization parallel to the nanotube a
(z), while the smallx andy components contribute in the perpe
dicular polarization.
2-4
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The contribution of each atom tovg is multiplied by a

phase factorei (k2k8)•Rj
B

which cancels most of the dipol
vectors except for the dipole-allowed transitions. In the c
of a vertical transition~k5k8!, only thez components of the
dipole vector can be added, and thex andy components are
canceled. Thus, when the polarization vectorP is parallel to
the nanotube axis, only those transitions~so-called ‘‘vertical
transitions’’! are possible which do not change either t
electronick state along the nanotube axisz or the electron
wave function symmetry in the circumferential directio
~i.e., within the same cutting line!. On the other hand, whe
P is perpendicular to the nanotube axis,uk2k8u52/dt
5uK1u, where K1 is a reciprocal lattice vector of a
SWNT,14,24 a phase change ofp is introduced into the ex-
pression for the optical matrix vectors for the opposite c
bon sites, which in turn gives nonzero values for thex andy
dipole vectors. Thus the transition fromEm8

v (k) to Em861
c (k)

is possible for the cross polarization, which is consistent w
previous results.5

In Fig. 4 we plot for a~10,0! semiconducting nanotube th
optical absorption spectra~thick solid line! and joint density
of states~JDOS, thin solid line! for parallel polarization. The
thick and thin dotted lines show, respectively, the opti
absorption spectra and the JDOS for perpendicular polar
tion. As is discussed above and given by many previ
results,5,6 the resonant energy positions are different for d
ferent polarization directions. When we compare the opt
absorption spectra and JDOS, the spectra become more
when we explicitly consider the matrix element, though t
spectral shape near the singular points for the two cases
similar. It should be mentioned that we do not consider
depolarization effect discussed by Ajiki and Ando25 in which
the optical absorption disappears almost perfectly for the
pendicular polarization. The self-consistent screening ef
might not occur in the case of SWNT bundles, since we
observe the perpendicular polarization spectra experim
tally in SWNT bundles.9–11,26

In Fig. 5 we plot the optical absorption matrix element
the k points along theK-M andK-G lines as a function of
the distance of thek vectors from theK point in the 2D BZ.
The value of the matrix element in Fig. 5 is given by Eq.~11!
for parallel polarization (z component of the optical matrix

FIG. 4. Energy dependence of the optical absorption of a~10,0!
tube with parallel~solid line! and perpendicular~dotted line! polar-
ization. The thick~thin! line is calculated with~without! the matrix
element included, and the results show that the van Hove peak
enhanced by explicit consideration of the matrix element in ca
lating the optical absorption.
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vector!. It is interesting to see that the matrix element
increasing in the direction fromK to M but decreasing from
K to G. At the G point, we do not have an optical absorptio
of thep band. Thus, depending on thekii position in the 2D
BZ of graphite, we can expect a corresponding chirality d
pendence of the optical absorption intensity.

In Fig. 6, we plot the optical matrix element of Eq.~11! at
the van Hove singular pointkii as a function of chiral angle
for parallel polarization. The figure is plotted for a give
laser energy of 2.41 eV~as is commonly used in Rama
experiments! and the (n,m) values are selected within th
resonant window ofuEii 2Elaseru,0.05 eV. The solid lines in
Fig. 6 correspond to a smooth evaluation of the matrix e
ment along the equienergy contour of 2.41 eV. Each poin
Fig. 6 corresponds to a different (n,m) nanotube, and the
solid and open dots correspond to metallic and semicond

are
-

FIG. 5. The optical absorption matrix element for parallel p
larization along the high-symmetry lines fromK to M and fromK to
G as a function of distance of thek vector fromK.

FIG. 6. Chirality dependence of the optical matrix element at
van Hove singular pointskii for 2.41 eV in units ofM51 in Eq.
~7!. The symbols correspond to SWNTs which have a van Ho
singularity in a window of 0.05 eV around the laser energy. So
symbols correspond to metallic tubes and open symbols to semi
ducting tubes. The transitions are indicated as follows:s E11, h

E22, L E33, n E44, v E55, and , E66. The inset shows the
equienergy contours from 1.0 eV to 2.5 eV in steps of 0.5 eV. T
possible van Hove singularkii points are given by the bold part o
the equienergy contours.A1 and A2 show kii positions and the
corresponding matrix element of armchair nanotubes, whileZ1 and
Z2 show those of zigzag nanotubes.
2-5
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A. GRÜNEIS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 165402 ~2003!
ing nanotubes, respectively. From Fig. 6, most points on
two lines in the figure show a chirality dependence of
absorption matrix elements. The relative asymmetric app
ance of the two curves in Fig. 6 comes from the fact that
kii positions exist on inequivalent cutting lines of the 1D B
relative to the 2D BZ as is shown in the inset, and t
inequivalence arises from the trigonal warping effect.24 In
the inset of Fig. 6, we show thekii positions as the bold part
of the equienergy contours for the laser energies from 1.0
to 2.5 eV in steps of 0.5 eV. When the chiral angleu of a
SWNT changes fromu50 ~zigzag! to u5p/6 ~armchair!, the
kii position will change in the 2D BZ fromZ1 ~or Z2) to A1
~or A2) of the bold parts of the contours. The correspond
value of the matrix element is shown in Fig. 6. Around theK
~or K8) point, the value of the absorption matrix element h
a threefold rotational symmetry, and depending on the p
tion of the cutting line relative to theK point, the two cases
of the bold parts~the long or short ones! can be considered
The chirality dependence of the matrix element comes fr
the trigonal warping effect of the optical matrix element,
is shown in Fig. 5. In the case of semiconducting nanotub
the kii point is along either theA1-Z1 or theA2-Z2 curve,
depending on their (n,m) values, while in the case of meta
lic nanotubes, twokii points appear on theA1-Z1 and the
A2-Z2 curves. It is noted that the corresponding twoEii
values at twokii positions are different from each other, e
cept for armchair nanotubes, for which there is only oneEii
value because of the trigonal warping effect.24 The detailed
discussion of the chirality dependence of the optical abso
tion will be given in the next section. From Fig. 6, it also c
be seen that the splitting between the two lines is a maxim
for zigzag tubes, which have a chiral angle of zero. In
case of armchair tubes, which have a chiral angle of 30°,
splitting becomes zero. For a given nanotube chirality, exc
for the armchair case, the width of the splitting increas
with increasing laser energy.

V. DISCUSSION

Although all the present results are based on the stan
theory of optical absorption, the results presented here ar
particular interest in connection with the recent progress
single nanotube Raman spectroscopy. Here, we discuss
sible experimental setups for observing the node phenom
in graphite and the chirality dependence of the optical ma
elements in SWNTs.

The nodes in the absorption matrix element cannot ea
be observed by optical absorption spectra, since the op
absorption does not in general select thek vector of the elec-
tron. However, we can propose some possible circumsta
under which the effect of the nodes in graphite and
SWNTs can be observed. One possibility is to carry out
optical absorption experiment on a nanographite ribbon.
nanographite ribbon is defined as a strip of a graphene l
with a fixed width.27 Because of the finite size in the dire
tion of the width of the ribbon, the wave vector in the dire
tion perpendicular to the ribbon direction becomes discr
The situation is similar to that for a SWNT, but the point
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that the dipole vectorŝf(rÀRj )u¹uf(rÀRj8)& are parallel
to one another in the plane of the ribbon, while that is not
case for the cylindrical surface of SWNTs. Thus we sho
be able to detect the node by a rotation of the polarizat
vector in the graphene plane relative to the direction of
nanographite ribbon. The second possibility for observ
the node is a study of the polarization dependence of
D-band spectra of 2D graphite. In the double resonance
man theory, the observation of theD-band spectra depend
on the conditionq;2k whereq and k are the phonon and
electron wave vectors, respectively.17 In this case, allq vec-
tors which satisfyq;2k around theK point contribute to
yield a broadD-band feature. If there is a node in the a
sorption spectra, someq vectors will not contribute to the
D-band spectra, and this effect results in a small shift of
D-band frequency as a function of the polarization beca
of the trigonal warping effect of the phonon energy disp
sion around theK point. The third possibility is that we can
observe the chirality dependence of the resonance Ra
intensity, as discussed above.

The chirality dependence of the optical absorption sho
be observed both in semiconducting and metallic SWNTs
we can observe their single-nanotube spectra. In the cas
semiconducting nanotubes, thekii positions depend on thei
value of Eii and on (n,m) which satisfies (n2m)53p61
(p integer!.24 When (n2m)53p11, the van Hove singular
~vHS! point for i 51 exists around theK-G symmetry line,
while for (n2m)53p21, the van Hove singular point fo
i 51 exists around theK-M line. The situation becomes op
posite for i 52. Thus, by comparing the relative intensitie
corresponding toE11

S and toE22
S , we might be able to estab

lish whether the sign is plus or minus for (n2m)53p61.
In metallic nanotubes, theEii

M vHS peaks are split into two
peaks, and the higher- and lower-energy peaks are relate
the kii positions around theK-M and K-G lines, respec-
tively. Thus the higher-energy peaks have relatively lar
optical intensity than the lower-energy peaks whose diff
ence in intensity is the largest for zigzag nanotubes and z
for armchair nanotubes. Actually in the case of armch
SWNTs, for which there is no splitting, we should not o
serve such an effect. These observations in SWNTs will
possible by using many different laser lines or a tunable
ser, which will be useful for assigning (n,m) values using
single-nanotube Raman spectroscopy.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have calculated the optical absorpt
matrix elements of graphite and SWNTs as a function ofk.
In 2D graphite, the absorption matrix elements for a giv
polarization and laser energy show nodes on the equien
lines. Thus we expect a significant polarization depende
of the optical absorption in planar graphite with lower sym
metry, such as nanographite or in the case of doub
resonance Raman processes in which specialk points are
selected. In the case of nanotubes, the existence of a no
2-6
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smeared out by adding contributions from each carbon a
on a cylindrical surface. In accordance with the dipole sel
tion rule, thez or thex,y components of the absorption m
trix vector contribute to the absorption, respectively, for t
polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the nanotube a
The absorption matrix element at a van Hove singular po
has a chirality dependence which might be observed in
tensity spectroscopic measurements~Raman, IR, photolumi-
nescence spectroscopy28! made at the single-nanotube leve
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